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PREFACE

O

ne day I was driving to have breakfast with my business partner
Lisa. Lisa is habitually punctual—almost to a fault. So when she
texted to say she was going to be five minutes late, it got my attention.
By the time I reached the parking lot, though, I was grateful for
the few extra minutes because of a fascinating segment on National
Public Radio about the Apollo 11 space program. The segment focused
on President John Kennedy’s decision to send a man to the moon and
return him safely to Earth. The mission was issued as a challenge. If the
United States could be first to send a man to the moon, Kennedy felt it
would re-establish America’s superiority over the Soviet Union during
the Cold War.
Kennedy exercised extraordinary leadership, and his approach brilliantly conflated his Presidential persona with the courageous and daring
astronauts.
As the segment ended I jumped from my car, worried that I’d left Lisa
waiting. But instead, she, too, was getting out of her car. We laughed—Lisa
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was listening to the same Apollo 11 segment I was and, like me, didn’t
want to miss a single word.
We put aside our plan to prepare for an upcoming board meeting to
talk instead about the Kennedy Moonshot. We discussed the impact of
the moonshot on the country and on our own lives. We deconstructed
what made the Apollo space initiative and President Kennedy’s leadership
so effective and compelling. We realized that Kennedy’s challenge to go
where no human had gone before was not just about going to the moon; it
was about harnessing human aspiration to accomplish something extraordinary, something that seemed nearly impossible to achieve.
The Moonshot.
We discussed the implications and drew parallels to our experiences in
business, because that’s what we do. We work with executives to achieve
greater impact and inspire excellence in the people who make up the
heart of their business.
We defined a moonshot as a complex, large-scale objective that can be
accomplished only when teams abandon “business as usual.”
Moonshots require significant breakthroughs in attitude, innovation, leadership, processes, management, and technology. They demand
extraordinary execution and are often marked by seemingly unrealistic
time lines.
Most moonshots are driven by a desire to be the first, or the best, or
the fastest. They disrupt the status quo.
Lisa and I counted the business moonshots we had been involved
with—individually and together. Eighteen. This number blew us away.
Most people, if they are lucky, get to participate in one or two during their
careers. It seems that Lisa and I have a knack for instigating impossible
projects.
My first real moonshot was in the 1990s with the creation of the
PalmPilot—the precursor to the smartphone. Lisa’s most memorable moonshot was Nokia’s MOSH, the first big mobile social sharing platform, which
swelled to 13 million users in its debut year. It was our realization of our
extensive experience with moonshots that planted the seeds for this book.
Later, as we interviewed colleagues and clients who had led and taken
part in moonshots, we discovered something unexpected.
Most of the people we interviewed had forgotten a whole host of business impacts they had created via the moonshot. They had forgotten that
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their moonshot resulted in making the Inc. list of most innovative companies, and the millions of dollars of revenue they generated. They had forgotten about shareholder value, return on investment, and profit margins.
Instead, they remembered the near-miracles they accomplished
through the sheer force of teamwork, determination, and dogged execution. They told us about careers that had been catapulted into the stratosphere. They reminded us of the everyday employees who had become
superstars by making heroic contributions. They revealed the behindthe-scenes camaraderie, passion, and pride people felt because they were
involved in something remarkable.
The interviews led us to a fundamental conclusion about moonshots:
while they create extraordinary business impact, the magic of a moonshot
is the profound impact on the people who create them. Moonshots are
an act of human courage, imagination, and determination—writ large.
When a business summons those qualities in its people, both the employees and the company are transformed.
Moonshots elevate contribution and challenge people to perform
beyond what they think possible. In Lisa’s work alone, more than half
of the executives who ran the moonshot projects were promoted to CEO
within two years. Moonshots also create strong bonds of loyalty and
friendship. Lisa and I are proof of that.
Our hope in writing this book is that we will inspire you to summon
the courage and resources to champion and participate in a moonshot.
Because each time you are involved in a moonshot, you harness the best
of your energies and skills, and experience the exhilaration that comes
when you escape business as usual.
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